Key Points for Decision Makers {#FPar1}
==============================

This systematic review identified 62 best--worst scaling (BWS) studies conducted in health care and published up until April 2016. About two thirds of the studies were performed in the last 2 years, indicating the increasing popularity of the method.BWS is an attractive and relatively easy method to investigate preferences over a wide range of health care topics.Most BWS studies in this review were of acceptable quality according to the PREFS checklist. However, researchers should give more attention to reporting whether responders are similar to non-responders in a study. This may reduce the risk of bias and increase the generalisability of the findings.

Background {#Sec1}
==========

Investigating preferences has become popular in health care. In recent years, the need for a more patient-centred approach in health care and health technology assessment has been widely acknowledged. Hence, it is expected that eliciting preferences will become increasingly important to support health policy and clinical decisions \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\]. In order to enhance the patient-centred approach, preferences may be elicited from patients or other key players in the health sector, such as clinicians and policy makers, as to how they value various aspects of health interventions or when designing and evaluating health care programmes \[[@CR3]\]. By eliciting the preferences of other key players in the health sector, one may identify potential discrepancies between the stakeholders, which may be addressed to enhance patient-centred health care \[[@CR4]\]. Preference studies can provide relevant information to support health technology assessment and decisions about priorities in health care \[[@CR5]\]. Better understanding of patients' preferences for treatment and involvement of patients in clinical decision making could also help to optimise disease management and medication adherence.

Several methods have been developed and used to assess preferences in health care, ranging from simple rating scale exercises to more complex forms of preference valuation techniques, such as conjoint analysis. Conjoint analysis is a decomposition method, which derives implicit values for factors (or attributes and levels) from some overall score for a profile consisting of two or more factors \[[@CR6], [@CR7]\]. In particular, the use of traditional discrete-choice experiments (DCEs) has increased drastically in recent years \[[@CR2], [@CR8]\]. Although DCEs may take many forms, this study refers solely to the 'traditional' DCE in which a respondent typically chooses one alternative among a number of competing multi-profile options described by varied factors. Another type of conjoint analysis---namely, best--worst scaling (BWS)---is becoming increasingly popular in health care \[[@CR9]\]. BWS---which was devised by Finn and Louviere \[[@CR10]\], first applied in health care by Szeinbach et al. \[[@CR11]\] (who named it 'maximum difference conjoint analysis' \[[@CR11]\]) and formally introduced to health care research by McIntosh and Louviere \[[@CR12]\]---differs from traditional DCEs, mainly because it elicits additional information on the least preferred option \[[@CR13]\]. BWS consists of choice tasks, with a minimum of three items/options, in which a person is asked to indicate the best and the worst items/options, with the overall aim being to obtain a full ranking of items in a manner that is easy for respondents and can then be analysed in various ways \[[@CR9]\].

As health care applications of BWS have emerged only recently, it is important to reflect on and assess current practice. Several reviews of DCEs have been conducted \[[@CR14], [@CR15]\] and revealed trends in the conduct and use of DCEs. For BWS studies, although they have not been systematically reported, scholars have noted the increasing popularity of BWS in health care \[[@CR13], [@CR16]\]. Yet, little is known about current practice and trends in the use of BWS in health care, except from two recent overview articles of BWS studies by Mühlbacher et al. \[[@CR17], [@CR18]\]. These articles provided insights into the possibilities of application, the theoretical concepts underlying the BWS method, analytical methods, strengths and limitations of BWS case types and lists of studies that have applied the BWS method. However, these articles did not report on current practice by BWS case type, quality appraisal of BWS studies and trends in BWS studies in health care. Reviewing the use of BWS and reflecting on current practice could help to improve best practice of BWS and potentially lead to increased interest from policy makers or physicians in the wide usability and value of BWS. Hence, we conducted a systematic review to identify and analyse all BWS studies conducted in health care, and to identify if key aspects of BWS have changed over time.

Best--Worst Scaling {#Sec2}
===================

BWS can be used to determine preferences for a wide range of health care questions, by asking the respondent to indicate the best and the worst in a set of available items or options. There are three types of BWS, which differ in terms of the complexity of the items or options under consideration: BWS object case (case 1), BWS profile case (case 2) and BWS multi-profile case (case 3) \[[@CR16]\].

In BWS object case, the researcher is interested in the relative values associated with each of a list of objects. Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a illustrates the case of three relevant attributes. Once the researcher has chosen the list of objects, he or she presents choice sets of these to respondents to obtain best and worst option data. Here, the objects are not decomposed into factors. BWS object case can be used, for instance, to examine features of a new medicine. Hence, one needs to develop a list of mutually exclusive objects \[[@CR19]\]. BWS object case can be very attractive in health care because health care goods/services can be complicated, and even pairs of specifications (e.g. a simple DCE) may lead to an unacceptable cognitive burden, particularly among vulnerable patient groups \[[@CR16]\].Fig. 1Examples of **a** best--worst scaling (BWS) object case, **b** BWS profile case and **c** BWS multi-profile case

In BWS profile case---in contrast to BWS object case---the level of each attribute is shown, and the choice set has the structure of a single profile. In Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}b, a possible treatment is characterised by five attributes, providing its levels in each choice set. However, the respondent is not required to consider the value of the profile as a whole, but must consider the factor levels that describe it, and must choose the one that is best (most attractive) and the one that is worst (least attractive). Hence, profiles must describe particular configurations or specifications of goods or a service, in which each profile represents a combination of factors and associated levels \[[@CR19]\]. The factors are fixed across all profiles, but the combinations of factor levels differ by profile.

In contrast to BWS profile case, BWS multi-profile case provides multiple profiles, and the respondent is asked to choose the best (most attractive) profile, as well as the worst (least attractive) one, in the current choice set. Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}c illustrates a choice set, again using a possible treatment as an example. Respondents base their choice on the whole scenario instead of single factor levels, as in BWS profile case. The multiple profiles include all of the factors and one level per factor, and the respondent is assumed to make deliberate choices based on the presented levels for each factor. BWS multi-profile case is most similar to a traditional DCE but extends the general DCE design to allow for best and worst choices \[[@CR19]\].

Methods {#Sec3}
=======

Literature Search {#Sec4}
-----------------

A systematic review was conducted, using Medline (via Pubmed) and EMBASE to identify all English-language BWS studies published in print or online between January 1990 and April 2016. In addition, bibliographies of BWS applications identified in the literature search were searched manually (forwards and backwards) for additional articles. Following the examples of DCE reviews from Ryan and Gerard \[[@CR2]\] and Clark et al. \[[@CR14]\], the search strategy was formulated according to free-text terms. The following free-text terms focusing on BWS studies were used individually in each database: 'object scaling' OR 'BWS' OR 'best worst scaling' OR 'best worst' OR 'max diff' OR 'maxdiff' OR 'max diff scaling', 'maxdiff scaling' OR 'maximum difference scaling' (see Electronic Supplementary Material 1). The research team discussed and approved the list of free-text terms. In addition, we cross-checked the identified articles with the articles identified in the recent review by Mühlbacher et al. \[[@CR17]\].

Selection of Studies {#Sec5}
--------------------

Titles and abstracts were screened independently by two researchers (KLC and BFMW). Studies were included if they were original BWS studies, were published as full-text articles and applied to health care. The definition published by Louviere et al. \[[@CR19]\] was used for inclusion of BWS studies, meaning that only BWS studies in which respondents needed to indicate both a best and a worst option per choice task were included. Hence, studies looking at best or worst alternatives only, and studies using only best data to estimate models, were excluded. Furthermore, studies based on simulated data were excluded. Disagreements about study inclusion or exclusion based on the abstract review were resolved by consensus. At least two independent reviewers (among KLC, BFMW, ILH, EMJ) then reviewed the full texts of all remaining articles. Consensus on inclusion of each study was reached by at least two reviewers.

Data Extraction {#Sec6}
---------------

For each article that met our inclusion criteria, two independent reviewers (KLC and EMJ, and BFMW and ILH) systematically extracted data by using a predefined extraction form, which included a variety of data elements relevant to the conduct of BWS experiments. Any disagreements were resolved by consensus. This data extraction form was based on a review by de Bekker‐Grob et al. \[[@CR20]\] on DCE and was further developed through discussion within the research team. A pilot study was performed by four reviewers for four studies, which led to some adjustments to the data extraction form. The extracted data included three categories: general study information, design and choice sets, and estimation procedure and validity. General study information included the authors, year of publication, study name, study type, study setting, target population, type of case and area of application. Design and choice sets included the sample size, methods for factor selection, type of BWS, design of BWS, domains of BWS factors, number of best--worst options per choice set, number of included factors, maximum number of choice tasks, number of factors per choice task, BWS survey administration and BWS survey method. Estimation procedure and validity included the analytical method, use of software packages to analyse BWS experiments, preference heterogeneity taken into account (by means of latent class or random parameters analyses), subgroup analysis and use of pilot validity checks (i.e. test--retest, face validity of a dominant choice or subgroup analysis).

Quality Assessment {#Sec7}
------------------

In order to assess the study quality, the Purpose, Respondents, Explanation, Findings, Significance (PREFS) checklist \[[@CR21]\] was used. The PREFS checklist was specifically developed on the basis of guidelines for conjoint analyses, patient-reported outcomes and randomised trials to assess studies reporting on factors that could influence the validity of findings. To the best of our knowledge, this is the only checklist available for estimating the quality of preference studies \[[@CR21]\]. PREFS assesses five criteria as acceptable (1) or unacceptable (0): the purpose of the study (is the purpose of the study in relation to preferences clearly stated?); respondent sampling (are the responders similar to the non-responders?); explanation of preference assessment methods (are the methods used for assessing preferences clearly explained?); findings reported for the total sample (are all respondents included in the reported findings and analysis of preference results?); and significance testing (are significance tests used to assess the preference results?). The five criteria are summed to indicate an overall quality score ranging from 0 to 5. Studies were scored independently by two reviewers, and disagreements were resolved by consensus in pairs of two researchers (KLC and EMJ, and BFMW and ILH).

Data Analysis {#Sec8}
-------------

The extracted data were grouped by BWS case type. Additionally, for several items (sample size, number of included factors, maximum number of choice tasks, number of factors per choice task and analytical method), we reported medians and ranges for different time periods (i.e. ≤2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015) to investigate potential trends. The extracted data are presented in the tables separately for the three different BWS case types.

Results {#Sec9}
=======

Article Inclusion {#Sec10}
-----------------

The initial database searches resulted in 632 articles (538 from Pubmed and 94 from EMBASE). This corresponded to 588 unique studies, of which 69 were eligible for full-text review. Full-text review resulted in exclusion of 11 studies, as six studies did not perform a BWS experiment, one study had no application in health care, two studies were not original research, one study included thinking aloud (qualitative) results only and another study did not report on the results. Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows the flow chart of the study identification process.Fig. 2Flow chart of the study identification process. *BWS* best--worst scaling

General Study Information {#Sec11}
-------------------------

A total of 62 BWS studies were identified (58 articles), of which 26 were BWS object case studies, 29 were BWS profile case studies and seven were BWS multi-profile case studies. The results indicated that the numbers of BWS object case and BWS profile case studies applied in health care increased over time (see Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The median numbers of participants were 175 for BWS object case, 162 for BWS profile case and 326 for BWS multi-profile case. Most studies were conducted in the USA (67 %) for BWS object case, and in Australia (36 %) and the UK (32 %) for BWS profile case (see Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}).Fig. 3Cumulative numbers of best--worst scaling (BWS) studies by year and by BWS case type Table 1Characteristics and quality of best--worst scaling (BWS) studies conducted in health careStudies^a^Country/regionYear*N*Number of factorsNumber of choice tasksNumber of factors per choice taskPREFS checklist scores^b^Total PREFS score*PREFS*BWS object case Louviere and Flynn \[[@CR32]\]Australia201020415158101114 Kurkjian et al. (1) \[[@CR33]\]USA201120411NR4100102 Kurkjian et al. (2) \[[@CR33]\]USA201116411NR4100102 Gallego et al. \[[@CR34]\]International201212011115101013 Marti \[[@CR35]\]Switzerland2012376151611101014 Mazanov et al. \[[@CR36]\]Australia201216811115101113 Silverman et al. \[[@CR37]\]USA201336739NRNR100113 Cozmuta et al. \[[@CR38]\]USA201411823205101114 Ejaz et al. \[[@CR39]\]USA201421416166101114 Hauber et al. \[[@CR40]\]USA, Germany20148031055101114 Hofstede et al. (1) \[[@CR41]\]Netherlands201424653NR6100014 Hofstede et al. (2) \[[@CR41]\]Netherlands201415535NR6100014 Torbica et al. \[[@CR42]\]West Africa20148911116101114 van Til et al. \[[@CR43]\]Netherlands, Canada20141514124110103 Yuan et al. (1) \[[@CR44]\]USA201427310153101002 Yuan et al. (2) \[[@CR44]\]USA20142069143101002 Beusterien et al. \[[@CR45]\]USA, UK201524513134101114 Fraenkel et al. \[[@CR46]\]USA201516211115101002 Hashim et al. \[[@CR47]\]UK201513913134100103 Malhotra et al. \[[@CR48]\]Singapore20152859123001103 Narurkar et al. \[[@CR49]\]USA201560314143101002 Peay et al. \[[@CR50]\]USA201511916166101103 Ross et al. \[[@CR51]\]USA20152516166101114 Wittenberg et al. \[[@CR52]\]USA20153011115101NANA2 Yan et al. \[[@CR53]\]USA201511010115101114 Yu et al. \[[@CR54]\]USA20151826103101002 Median175121353BWS profile case Szeinbach et al. \[[@CR11]\]USA19993318186100012 Coast et al. \[[@CR55]\]UK2006969164101114 Coast et al. \[[@CR56]\]UK200825520165101103 Flynn et al. \[[@CR57]\]UK20085510164101013 Al-Janabi et al. \[[@CR58]\]UK201116218186101013 Potoglou et al. \[[@CR59]\]UK201130034129101114 Ratcliffe et al. \[[@CR60]\]Australia2011164559101103 Knox et al. \[[@CR61]\]Australia201236242167111114 Knox et al. \[[@CR61]\]Australia201236242167111114 Molassiotis et al. \[[@CR62]\]UK2012878164101114 Najafzadeh et al. \[[@CR63]\]Canada201219716166101114 Netten et al. \[[@CR64]\]UK201212963288111014 Ratcliffe et al. \[[@CR65]\]Australia201259045109101013 Severin et al. \[[@CR66]\]Europe20132613126101114 Yoo and Dorion (1) \[[@CR67]\]Australia201352626812111115 Damery et al. \[[@CR68]\]UK20141321294101114 Hollin et al. \[[@CR69]\]USA201411918186101114 Peay et al. \[[@CR70]\]USA201411918186101013 Ratcliffe \[[@CR71]\]Australia2014242367101103 Ungar et al. \[[@CR72]\]Canada201410116166101114 Whitty et al. \[[@CR73]\]Australia20149302377101114 dosReis et al. \[[@CR74]\]USA20153721187101114 Flynn et al. \[[@CR75]\]UK201541320165101013 Franco et al. \[[@CR76]\]Australia201522045109101013 Gendall et al. \[[@CR77]\]New Zealand201553415103101104 Jones et al. \[[@CR78]\]Australia20153110324111115 O'Hara et al. \[[@CR79]\]South Africa201512515125101114 Ratcliffe et al. \[[@CR80]\]Australia2015119045109101002 Tsao et al. \[[@CR81]\]Canada201581913134001103 Median162181664BWS multi-profile case Brown et al. \[[@CR82]\]USA201153361212101114 Hoek et al. \[[@CR83]\]New Zealand201129213134101114 Cameron et al. \[[@CR84]\]Thailand20133261417101014 Lancsar et al. \[[@CR22]\]Canada201389810165101013 Yoo and Doiron (2) \[[@CR67]\]Australia201352626812111115 Maubach et al. \[[@CR85]\]New Zealand20147681494101114 Xie et al. \[[@CR86]\]Canada201410025115101114 Median326141154*NA* not applicable, *NR* not reported^a^Numbers in parentheses represent 2 BWS studies described in the same article^b^The PREFS checklist criteria are Purpose, Respondents, Explanation, Findings, Significance

Most studies had health care professionals (BWS object case 27 %, BWS profile case 16 % and BWS multi-profile case 13 %), patients (BWS object case 27 %, BWS profile case 29 % and BWS multi-profile case 13 %) and the general population (BWS object case 27 %, BWS profile case 39 % and BWS multi-profile case 38 %) as the target populations. The main focus of all cases was to explore patient and consumer experience factors (BWS object case 32 %, BWS profile case 45 % and BWS multi-profile case 40 %; see Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). A table including a detailed outline of the study characteristics can be found in Electronic Supplementary Material 2.Table 2Characteristics of best--worst scaling (BWS) studies conducted in health careItemCategoryBWS object caseBWS profile caseBWS multi-profile case*N*%*N*%*N*%Target population^a^Health care professionals727516113Patients727929113General population7271239338(Informal) caregivers312413113Policy makers140000Other stakeholders1413225Area of application^a^Valuing health outcomes10321345440Investigating trade-offs between health outcomes and patient or consumer experience factors82641400Estimating utility weights within the quality-adjusted life-year framework2613440Job choices00310110Developing a priority-setting mechanism0013110Health professionals' preferences for treatment and screening options41341400Other6191300BWS designOrthogonal main effects3121966343Latin square (balanced order and pairing)280000Balanced incomplete block145427114Full factorial282700Bayesian efficient1427114Fractional other0027114NR41527114Domains of BWS factors^a^Money812913427Time6971017Risk71168213Health care16241724320Health status15231622213Other14211724320Analytical method^a^Hierarchical Bayes7211300Simple summary statistics (best-minus-worst summary statistics)113282400MNL model4121647563Weighted least squares2651510Latent class analysis3913013Max diff scaling260020Ordered logit3900025Random parameter logit model001300Qualitative; thinking aloud procedure260000NR7211300HeterogeneityNo heterogeneity17681966414Latent class2862100Random parameter416414310NR280000Software used for analyses of BWS^a^Sawtooth software7272700SAS28310229Stata28931114Nlogit0031000SPSS280000Latent Gold Choice002700NA/NR13501034457*Max diff* maximum difference scaling, *MNL* multinomial logistic regression, *NA* not applicable, *NR* not reported^a^More than one category per BWS study was possible

Design and Choice Sets {#Sec12}
----------------------

Looking at current practice regarding the designs and choice sets used in BWS studies, most BWS studies selected factors (attributes and levels) by using literature reviews (BWS object case 33 %, BWS profile case 35 % and BWS multi-profile case 50 %) and/or qualitative methods, such as interviews and focus groups (BWS object case 55 %, BWS profile case 59 % and BWS multi-profile case 25 %). For BWS object case, the median number of factors was 12, while the average number of factors in BWS profile case (defined as the number of levels included in the experiment) was 18. For BWS multi-profile case, the median number of factors was 14. The median numbers of choice sets were 13 for BWS object case, 16 for BWS profile case and 11 for BWS multi-profile case. Almost all studies asked respondents to identify only one best and one worst option. Only one study (BWS multi-profile case) asked respondents to identify two best and two worst choices for each choice set \[[@CR22]\].

In most studies, the survey was administrated in a self-completion format (BWS object case 74 %, BWS profile case 72 % and BWS multi-profile case 71 %), and many studies used an online platform (BWS object case 48 %, BWS profile case 41 % and BWS multi-profile case 29 %). The most commonly used designs by far were the balanced incomplete block design for BWS object case (54 %) and the orthogonal main effects design for BWS profile case (66 %) and BWS multi-profile case (43 %). However, some studies did not report on their designs (BWS object case 15 %, BWS profile case 7 % and BWS multi-profile case 14 %).

Estimation Procedure and Validity {#Sec13}
---------------------------------

As shown in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}, BWS object case studies most often employed hierarchical Bayes estimation (21 %) and simple summary statistics (32 %). BWS profile case and BWS multi-profile case studies used the multinomial logistic regression (MNL) model (in 47 % and 63 % of the studies, respectively). Several studies did not report on the software used for analyses (BWS object case 50 %, BWS profile case 34 % and BWS multi-profile case 57 %). Of those that did report on the software used for analysis, Sawtooth software was most frequently used for BWS object case (27 %), while Stata software was most frequently used in analyses of BWS profile case (31 %), and SAS was most frequently reported in BWS multi-profile case studies (29 %). Most studies did not take into account heterogeneity (BWS object case 68 %, BWS profile case 66 % and BWS multi-profile case 57 %). To validate the factors, a pilot study was used for 15 BWS object case studies (58 %), 16 BWS profile case studies (55 %) and three BWS multi-profile case studies (43 %). In addition, a large majority of BWS studies conducted no validity checks (BWS object case 81 %, BWS profile case 76 % and BWS multi-profile case 71 %).

Trend Analysis {#Sec14}
--------------

Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} depicts the trend analysis, which indicated a decreasing median sample size since 2013 for BWS object case (from *N* = 367 in articles published in 2013 to *N* = 151 in articles published in 2015). For BWS profile case and BWS multi-profile case, the trends were not so clear, which is also depicted by the wide ranges around the medians. Moreover, there appeared to be a decrease in the median number of factors included in BWS object case studies since 2013. For BWS profile case, a similar trend since 2011 was found. For BWS multi-profile case, the trend was not so clear. For BWS profile case, a decrease in the median number of factors per choice task since 2013 was found. No trends could be found regarding the median numbers of choice tasks and the median numbers of factors per choice task in BWS studies. However, looking at the maximum values of the numbers of choice tasks in BWS profile case studies, there seemed to be a slight increase from 2010 onwards. The trends in the analytical methods are depicted in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}a--c. There was a steep increase in the use of best-minus-worst counting and hierarchical Bayes estimation in BWS object case studies (see Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}a). In BWS profile case studies, a steep increase was observed in the use of MNL models (see Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}b). With regard to BWS multi-profile case studies, the trends were not clear (see Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}c).Table 3Trend analysisBWS object caseBWS profile caseBWS multi-profile caseMedianMinMax*N*MedianMinMax*N*MedianMinMax*N*Number of included factors ≤201015151511492040000 20111111112341845324.513362 201211111533784560000 2013393939119.5132621410263 2014149539181223619.514252 2015126161017.5104580000Number of factors per choice task ≤201088814.54640000 20114442969384122 20125511374960000 2013NRNRNR19612275123 2014536964764.5452 20154.5361053980000Number of choice tasks ≤2010151515116161840000 2011NRNRNR212518312.512132 2012111116316816600002013NRNRNR110812281163 201414520912.56186109112 201512.510161012.5103280000Sample size ≤2010204204204175.53325540000 20111841642042162163003172.5532922 2012168120376336287129660000 201336736736712762652625263268983 20142061580391192493064341007682 2015150.52560310316.531119080000*BWS* best--worst scaling, *Max* maximum, *Min* minimum, *NR* not reported Fig. 4Analytical methods used per year: **a** best--worst scaling (BWS) object case, **b** BWS profile case and **c** BWS multi-profile case. *Max diff* maximum difference scaling, *MNL* multinomial logistic regression, *NR* not reported

Quality of Best--Worst Scaling Studies {#Sec15}
--------------------------------------

The scores on the PREFS checklist used to assess the quality of current BWS studies are included in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. We found that 98 % of the BWS studies had a preference-related purpose clearly stated. However, most studies did not report whether the responders were similar to the non-responders, with 56 studies (91 %) categorised as unacceptable with regard to this criterion. We found that 54 studies (86 %) clearly explained the methods used to assess preferences. Most studies included all respondents in the analyses of preference results and reported their findings (65 %). Furthermore, 44 studies (71 %) used significance tests to assess the preference results. Regarding the total PREFS scores, half of the studies scored 4 or higher (56.4 %), of which only three studies achieved a score of 5.

Discussion {#Sec16}
==========

This study reviewed current practice in the use and conduct of BWS within health care. The use of BWS---especially BWS object case and BWS profile case---has drastically increased in health care, with a steep increase in the last 2 years in a wide range of applications (e.g. valuing health outcomes and investigating preferences between health outcomes and patient or consumer experience factors) and populations (e.g. health care professionals, patients, the general population and caregivers). This increase in published BWS studies may indicate increasing awareness of the advantages of the BWS method to elicit preferences in health care. It is apparent that BWS, especially BWS object case, is capable of incorporating a large set of items or factors to elicit preferences in comparison with DCE. In DCE, the average number of included factors was estimated to be 4--6 \[[@CR14]\], compared with an average of 17 (median 12) factors for BWS object case. BWS object case can be especially useful if one is interested in a list of items that is difficult to reduce to a number acceptable for other conjoint analyses, such as DCE. Additionally, in comparison with DCE, BWS (especially BWS object case and BWS profile case) may be less cognitively burdensome, which can be valuable in health care settings where preferences are often elicited from vulnerable patient groups \[[@CR9]\]. For example, it has been stated that best--worst tasks take advantage of a person's propensity to identify and respond more consistently to extreme options, and BWS tasks seem easier to understand for people \[[@CR9], [@CR23]\]. In comparison with the results from a DCE, BWS may give different findings especially because choosing a 'worst' option may be a different psychological process. The literature has shown mixed results as to whether similar patterns arise between the two methods, and further comparison would be needed \[[@CR23]--[@CR25]\]. Hence, one should be careful when directly comparing the results of DCE and BWS. Despite the observed increase in the use of BWS within health care, the number of published BWS studies still lags behind the number of DCE studies. Clark et al. \[[@CR14]\] identified 179 DCE studies published between 1990 and 2012, which is more than three times the total of 58 published articles identified in this paper up until April 2016.

In comparison with BWS object case and BWS profile case, a notable difference in the use of BWS multi-profile case within health care was observed. From this review, it is apparent that there is limited application of BWS multi-profile case, which may have several explanations. One explanation is that researchers have difficulty differentiating BWS multi-profile case from DCE or fail to see added value in using BWS multi-profile case over DCE. There are only minor differences between both methods, which may explain why BWS multi-profile case is often referred to as 'BWS DCE' \[[@CR26], [@CR27]\]. Although BWS multi-profile case has been stated to offer distinct advantages, such as providing richer information than methods based on a 'pick one' approach \[[@CR13], [@CR27]\] (e.g. resulting in a smaller sample size being needed), the need to elicit the best and worst alternatives has the limitation of comparing a minimum of three profiles per choice task.

In our review, several trends regarding changes in key aspects of BWS were identified. First, regarding the sample size for BWS object case, we observed use of smaller sample sizes since 2013. The literature provides no guidance as to the minimal sample size for BWS application. Future research should focus on developing sample size calculations based on the desired statistical power, similar to DCE \[[@CR28]\]. Second, the median numbers of factors included in BWS object case and BWS profile case studies have decreased substantially since 2013 and 2011, respectively. For DCEs, the literature indicates no clear trends regarding the number of factors used \[[@CR14]\]. Yet, this study revealed a trend towards a decreasing number of factors being included in BWS studies. Third, when the type of analytical method is assessed, relatively less complicated methods (e.g. best--worst counting) have become increasingly popular, especially in BWS object case studies. In contrast with DCE, where more advanced methods (such as models that take heterogeneity into account, e.g. a latent class or random parameter model) are used \[[@CR14]\], BWS can be analysed more easily, making the method attractive to a wide range of researchers. Details regarding the analytical methods underlying BWS can be found in Mühlbacher et al. \[[@CR17], [@CR18]\].

The quality of BWS studies in general was acceptable, but there is room for improvement, as still nearly half of the studies (44 %) scored either 2 or 3 on a 5-point scale. Of all studies, 35 % did not include all responders in the final analyses. However, many of the studies that did not include all respondents did so for a specific reason (e.g. failed comprehension tests or missing data). Most BWS studies (90 %) did not report whether the responders were similar to non-responders. This resulted in a lack of transparency, which may have introduced a non-response bias. Future BWS studies are thus recommended to track non-responders on some (demographic) variables and perform comparative analyses if possible. However, because of the increased popularity of online panels, this may not always be feasible. In addition, PREFS scores of 0 should be interpreted with caution, as low PREFS scores are not synonymous with low quality. For instance, not using all respondents for reasons of internal validity (e.g. failure on a dominance test) or missing values may be an appropriate choice.

Our study had some potential limitations. First, as the aim of this study was to identify current practice of BWS within health care, the study findings and trends may not be applicable/generalisable to BWS studies outside the health care setting. Second, as the number of BWS multi-profile case studies is still limited, statements made regarding BWS multi-profile case in this paper should be treated with caution and are provided only to give some initial insights into the conduct of BWS multi-profile case studies within health care. Third, we identified some discrepancies between reviewers in terms of our data collection sheet and how some fields were being interpreted (e.g. validity checks and heterogeneity). However, we resolved those discrepancies in discussions among the reviewers throughout the study. Fourth, this study looked only at BWS as defined by Louviere et al. \[[@CR19]\], including both best and worst questions. Recently, new alternatives/variations for best--worst tasks have been published, such as best--best scaling or best--only scaling \[[@CR29]--[@CR31]\]. To enhance comparability and clarity, studies of this variety were not included in this review. Lastly, this study included only published articles and did not search among conference proceedings.

Conclusion {#Sec17}
==========

The use of BWS object case and BWS profile case has drastically increased in health care, especially in the last 2 years. The application of BWS multi-profile case is, however, still very limited. In recent studies, trends towards decreasing sample sizes and decreasing numbers of factors in BWS object case---as well as use of less complicated analytical methods---have been observed, enhancing the usefulness of the BWS method for wider health care problems and making it accessible to more researchers. Next to that, the quality of BWS studies is generally acceptable, except with regard to indicating whether responders are similar to non-responders. This implies the need to increase the transparency of BWS studies and check for non-response bias when possible. Furthermore, this study may serve as a vantage point reflecting state-of-the-art practices in BWS studies.
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